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perma FLEX



Transparent body

Slimline design

Pressure build-up to 5 bar  
allows remote mounting  
with lines up to 1 meter* 

Intrinsically safe

  Transparent lubricator body is perfectly clear allowing the 
position of the lubricant piston to be easily inspected.

  Slimline design minimises the space required for installation.

  Provides simple options for remote mounting including beam  
and cage attachment options.

  Certified under IECEx for use in Zone I areas.  Contact perma  
for further information.

*  This is a guide.  Limits depend on variables such as line ID, grease type, temperature 
and the resistance of the lubrication point itself.  Extending line lengths delays the deli-
very of first grease to the lubrication point.   
Excessive lengths may prevent lubricant delivery altogether.

  Variable time setting options reduces compromise  
relating to selection of lubricant dispensing rates.

  If required, the time setting can be altered during service  
and the lubricator can be stopped and started again.

Product characteristics     Benefits

Dial activation system

Settings:
1, 2, 3, ...12 months for  
60 & 125 cm3 sizes

The consistent delivery of grease from the 
perma FLEX maintains bearings in a state of full 
lubrication, avoiding damage caused by lubricant 
starvation or over-lubrication.

For bearings operating in harsh conditions the
perma FLEX provides a steady purge of fresh 
grease through shaft seals to keep out water and 
solid contaminants which can lead to rapid bearing 
failure.

The perma FLEX can be direct mounted or remote 
mounted, is water proof and intrinsically safe, 
making it suitable to a broad range of industries and 
equipment.

To start the perma FLEX simply rotate the dial on the 
top of the lubricator to the required dispensing time 
period.

The perma FLEX can also be filled with oil for 
chain lubrication to reduce wear rates and prevent 
corrosion.

Choose perma FLEX today to improve the reliability 
of your bearings and chains.

The compact all-in-one lubricator 
with rotating dial for time selection


